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“ “completely transformed and inspired them.

    Seeing the difference my students could make in the community,           
       

Are you looking 
for an immersive

 and rewarding 
overseas program
for your students?

@

Tampat Do Aman, 

translates to ‘a place of friends,’ 

or ‘a peaceful place,’ in the language 

of the Rungus, the local indigenous group 

that occupy this area in the northern-most state of 

Borneo. 

The camp and eco-retreat was built on the philosophy of celebrating and 
preserving the local culture and using much of the profits of the camp to 
support the local Rungus community in our neighbouring villages. 

We do this through sustainable development projects and fostering a 
cooperative approach in our business- where everything we do aims to 
benefit the village and contribute in a positive, meaningful way.
From helping with the maintenance of the local school, infrastructure 
projects or using only locally sourced, fresh ingredients for our cafe and 
Tip Top beach restaurant, our business thrives on the foundations of 
environmental sustainability, eco tourism and creating a positive impact.



In addition to it being a win-win for the students and the community, 
participants of our programs leave with a sense of achievment, adventure, 
heightened leadership and communication skills after interacting with a 
culture and group of people outside the realm of their ordinary experience.

The impact on the community is definitely felt  in this part of the world long 

after the students have returned home.

Our camp is in the perfect location that offers the best of the Bornean jungle 

and several beautiful beaches. It’s off the tourist track, where people can 
move to the slow relaxed pace of the neighbouring villages or engage with 
the energetic jungle ecosystems that surround the compound.  We host all 
kinds of travellers but seeing the difference that dedicated school groups 
can create is one of the highlights of what we do. 

Our area includes: 

Traditional Rungus style 

accomodation, 

a central cafe and a 
wildlife reserve, 

complimented with an 
education centre, 

40 ft hight watchtower and 

a hundred foot long 

suspension bridge. 

We have also created a 

museum on the property, 

dedicated to celebrating and 

preserving the Rungus culture 

so that generations of Rungus 
people and guests alike can 
come to appreciate and learn 
about the history and culture 
of the traditional tribe. 

The Tampat Do Aman 

Jungle Camp

The overseas 
excursion with
impact

Helping the village, the people and preserving the 
rich culture of the area is at the heart of what we 
do. A huge part of this and a source of great pride 
for our mission and business are our school and 
volunteer projects, of which we have had 3000 
participants involved with our programs so far. 

Above: Tampat Do Aman’s beach.
Below: The  jungle view from our watchtower

Image: Hamptons school delivering 
a plaque as a souveneir of thanks.



The Community Development Project

All of our programs are centred on a community development project, 
which we design according to the duration of your stay and the needs of 
the village. All programs include this experience as this is where we see 
the most benefit and personal growth in the students as they learn new 
skills. We ensure you see your designated project from it’s humble 
beginnings to the satisfaction and reward of it’s conclusion.

The community development project:

�  Allows young people to see first hand what difference they can make 
through various projects and learn about how they can create change and 
lasting benefit for a community.

� Is a chance to get participants hands dirty and learn valuable life skills.

� Is a chance for cultural immersion and to learn about people in a 
different part of the world.

� Encompasses 
communication skills, 
empathy and the chance 
to expand global 
perspectives.

� Creates a real lasting 
impact for the indigenous 
people in the area.

Top left and bottom right: Traditional Rungus dress 
found in our museum. Top right: Some of our tradi-
tional accomodation. Bottom left: A community centre 
built by Tampat Do Aman and school groups.

A chicken coop built by one of our volunteer groups for one 
of the families in the village



Examples of past projects:

We are heavily involved with the local primary school in our village. 

With the help of over 60 school groups in 6 years we have transformed 

the school from something run down and that had an air of neglect, to a 

functioning and thriving centre of learning.

Our school groups have:

�  Painted and refurbished areas of the school and class rooms.
�  Built an assembly hall for the students.
�  Built connecting pathways.
�  Designed, developed and built reading corners for the students.
�  Renovated aspects of the playground.
� Built a perimeter fence for the safety of the students.

Other projects in the village include:

� Building pig pens and chicken coops for the villagers, promoting 
entrepreneurial thinking and empowering them to run their businesses- 
benefiting their families and the whole community.
� Building a residence for the local pastor. and community church.
� Building bridges and other important infrastructure for example,
environmentally friendly, compost toilets.
� Assisting the creation of our wildlife reserve that is home to a multitude 
of butterfly, bird, mammal and reptile species.
� Building a turtle hatchery on the beach. 

To conclude the camp:

At the end of all camps the participants organise a sports afternoon on 
our beach with the local village, where between 20 and 60 school aged 
children have the opportunity to interact and learn with your students. 

We encourage students to organise the events themselves and give the 
suggestion that they hand out prizes brought from their home country- 
things like stationary and school supplies may not excite your students 
but willl definitely make a local villagers day.

We’ve found that these sporting events are often the highlight of the trip 
and we love watching the students connect and learn from each other. 
Students light a camp fire on the beach and celebrate the conclusion of 
your camp with a final goodbye dinner at our Tip Top beachfront 
restaurant.



�  Traditionally built accomodation such as a Rungus longhouse and huts.
�  All meals provided in our Rungus cafe.

Note: Students are encouraged to fundraise before the trip, teaching 
them how to manage money and work towards something for the benefit 
of others. This money is used for the purchase of project materials prior 
to the groups arrival. Cost of materials generally work out to be approxi-
mately 38 RM per student per day.

Additions:

Our bespoke camps can be altered to suit your schools desires and 
requirements. At the core of all our projects is a passionate team who 
are there to educate about the environment in one of the most ecologi-
cally dynamic and diverse areas of the world. 
We invite you to collaborative with us so you can experience the best of 
what Borneo has to offer.

Transport Services:

We can also organise your 
transportation should you wish to ex-
pand on your groups 
experiences. It would be a shame to 
come all the way to Borneo and not 
meet your closest cousins- 
the orangutan!

We include: At Tampat Do Aman:

We can also offer: 

� Jungle survival course:

Learn about the edible and 
medicinal plants in the area, 
how to build fires and other skills 
needed should you ever be 
stranded in a hostile environment

� Jungle Treks of varying 
difficulties and lengths.

� Overnight jungle camp:

complete with rainwater jungle pool, 
fire pit and hammock sleeping 
arrangements.

� Scuba diving courses and 
experiences around the reefs of our 
several local beaches.

� Rungus and Malay cooking 

classes.



Around Borneo:

� A trip to Sepilok to visit the world’s first Orangutan Conservation 
centre which has been rescuing and rehabilitating our primate cousins 
since the 60s.

�  A Kinabatangan River cruise- A famed hub of wildlife in Borneo 
where you can see the unusual Proboscis monkey and if you’re lucky 
Pygmy elephants on their home turf.

� A chance to climb Mount Kinabalu, the tallest mountain in South 
East Asia.

� Explore other areas and National Parks that protect the world’s 
oldest rainforests.

� A visit to turtle island.

  SOCIAL MEDIA ICONS

@
Discover & Give 
Thank you to all our supporters and 
the school groups who have come 
through our doors to make the pro-
gram, village and jungle camp what it 
is today. 

The consistent and generous support 
of our partners around the world al-
lows us to continue the great work we 
are so passionate about in our com-
munity.

To reach out to Howard

and the Tampat Do Aman team

or to start planning your program, 

Contact: tampatdoaman@gmail.com

Explore the mighty Mount Kinabalu



@Rungus Cafe
Tampat Do Aman’s Rungus Menu was created as part of our latest project to 
honour the indigenous people of this region and to share the food that has 
brought them together for hundreds of years. 

We invite you to discover the flavours of the jungle- zesty, nutritious  and fresh 
featuring seasonal ingredients that can be sourced in the nature that surrounds 
you.  The Rungus style of cooking involves a lot pickling, poaching and 
preserving of food from the local surroundings, whether that be sea or jungle. 
Fruits and edible plants as well as fresh fish and freshwater snails from the rivers 
are showcased in their meals- techniques that stem from the groups tribal, jungle 
foraging roots where a lack of cooking oil added to the creation of the fresh and 
innovative cuisine. 

By enjoying this menu you are continuing the appreciation of age old traditions 
and taking part in our community, as well as supporting the local people and 
their businesses- All the food we use is freshly grown and comes from the local 
villages, contributing to our mission for sustainable community development 
and our cooperative philosophy.

So please enjoy our Rungus cuisine! 

If you enjoy the experience, chat to our staff about jungle foraging treks, 

overnight jungle stays with a Rungus dinner and our Rungus cooking classes!

Tasting and sharing menu deals:

� 1 main, 1 desert:

14 RM 

� 1 main, 1 salad, 1 desert:

 20 RM

� The full feast:

3 mains for sharing plus desert and a fruit plate: 

25 RM per person

Specials: 

� Ask our chef, Harry about what seasonal specials are available.

� He would also be happy to reccomend great flavour combinations 
for our tasting and sharing lunch deals,  to ensure you get to 
experience the best variety of what Rungus food has to offer and
sample different types of dishes. 

Menu



� All mains and sharing platters are served with wild rice cooked in a 
banana leaf and can be served with, or without chilli according to your 

jungle palate and preferences, served on a traditional raza serving matt.

Guol Inomungan Tipun

Wild yam shoots blanched and served with small prawns 
(krill).

 
Tuntu runti Inomugan Ginoui Nizuw

Tapioca Leaves blanched and mixed with kerisik (shallow dry 
fried desiccated coconut) and seasoned with small chillies, 

lime and salt.
 

Todok Tunuvan Inomungan Limau Om Iada

Grilled banana flower sliced and tossed in a mixture of lime 
juice, salt and chilli.

 
Nangko Om Sinalau Sada

Juvenile jungle jack fruit, blanched and tossed in with a 
shredded coconut, salted fish and turmeric sauce.

 
Sinamu

Young green papaya and wild jack fruit picked with galangal 
and dried anchovies.

Mains Rungus Salads

Dinonsul Di Omog

Half cooked green papaya, wild Malaysian sweet basil, 
lime juice and wild leaves from the jungle (that we also 
grow in our gardens), tossed together and served fresh.

 
Rinutok Mangga

Green (unripe) mango, onions, shallots, jungle basil and 
chopped chilli, tossed together and served fresh.

All Rungus salads and mains: 

RM  9

Dinonsul Di Omog with chilli, wild rice and 
papaya. Bintanok Punti with kaya for desert.



Rungus Deserts

Bintanok Punti

A steamed banana cake, ripe bananas blended with
flour and sugar and steamed in a banana leaf.

RM 6

Bubur Punti Om Runti

Cubed ripe banana served with a sauce of coconut milk and 
sagu with sugar added for sweetness.

RM 6

A Generous Plate of Fresh Seasonal Fruit

RM 7.50

 

LAST ORDERS FOR FOOD 2PM. 

Bintanok Punti with kaya (Malaysian cocnut jam)

A traditional raza serving platter with pickled papaya, 
Dinonsul Di Omog, (green mango salad wih fresh 
chilli) and Bintonok Punti (banana cake stramed in a 
banana leaf.) Below: A papaya and jackfruit being 
prepared for lunch.



Press Release:
Tampat Do Aman to launch new Rungus Cafe and 

Overnight Jungle experience
27.05.19

For immediate release:

- Eco retreat Tampat Do Aman launches new Rungus meu to celebrate the traditional food of the 
indigenous people of the Kudat region, in Sabah and to share the experience with guests.

- The menu will be available from June 1st  and showcases traditional cooking styles that the Run-
gus have employed for generations as well as seasonal ingredients that can be found in the sur-
rounding jungles.

- With some aspects of Rungus culture gradually becoming more and more diluted over time 
through modernisation, Tampat Do Aman sees the importance of continuing it’s celebration and 
preserving the traditions for generations to come.

- An overnight jungle camping experience will also become available. Guests are able to trek to 
a campsite complete with jungle pool, hammock sleeping arrangements and a dinner of Rungus 
food around a fire.

About Tampat Do Aman:

Tampat Do Aman, meaning ‘a place of friends,’ or ‘a peaaceful place,’ in the local Rungus language,  
is an eco retreat run on the philosophy of creating change and positive impact in it’s community 
and surroundings, while offering all kinds of travellers the best of the kudat region in Borneo and a 
chance to experience the local indigenous culture.

The accommodation is nestled in the heart of the jungle and a quick shuttle ride down from several 
beaches along a breathtaking stretch of coastline.

The place has a rustic, naturalistic and undiscovered charm that resonates with travellers after an 
authentic experience among local people and nature, off the typical beaten track in Sabah. It’s 
founder, Howard, is an Englishman who fell in love with the area and later with his wife Lorrina, a 
member of the indigenous community who he married in traditional Rungus, tribal fashion. 

Howard and Lorrina are constantly exploring new ways to provide and expand on visitor experi-
ences in the jungle and to share and preserve some of the Rungus culture- a culture that the indig-
enous people of this area are fiercely proud of but that is gradually at risk of becoming diluted and 
eventually lost as younger generations seek more modern ways of life and flock to the city. 

Tampat Do Aman is very much a cooperative style business with a strong focus on sustainable 



The Rungus Cafe

Tampat Do Aman is excited to announce that it will be serving a traditional Rungus menu from 
the 1st June, so that visitors can experience the indigenous cuisine- our latest endeavour to 
share and celebrate the culture of this region. 

Rungus food is unique in technique and flavour, stemming from the indigenous tribes jungle 
foraging roots where seasonal ingredients are sourced from the surrounding jungles, rivers 
and shore lines. Ingredients are refreshing and healthy usually including a lot of fruits, roots 
and seasonings found in the area to produce a tangy, flavourful and sometimes fiery jungle 
cuisine. 

We are offering guests the opportunity to sit down in our Rungus Cafe, adjacent to our Run-
gus museum and surrounded by nature or to take a tiffin set on one of our jungle treks- where 
you can learn to source the ingredients yourself. Favourites on the menu include Dinonsul Di 
Omog, a refreshing salad of green mango dressed with lime juice and shallots seasoned with 
jungle basil and tossed with some fresh chilli and Nangko Om Sinalau Sada, a main of young 
jungle jack fruit, blanched and tossed in with a shredded coconut, salted fish and turmeric 
sauce. The more daring can even give mangrove snails a try. 

All meals are served on a traditionally woven raza mat and come with a parcel of wild rice, 
packaged up and cooked in a banana leaf. We also have several tasting and sharing deals 
where guests can try a few meals with a desert (we like the banana cake cooked in banana 
leaf with kaya.)

The Rungus Museum

Our Rungus museum next to the cafe,  is the only 
museum in Borneo that specialises in sharing Rungus 
culture, customs and artefacts and we invite you to 
take a look for yourself to compleiment your meal and 
Rungus experience. 

We also offer Rungus cooking classes and foraging 
expeditions for those wanting to expand their knowl-
edge of indigenous cooking techniques. 

The cafe will be open from the 1st June and we invite 
all guests to come and experience this unique cafe 
and explore the surrounding area- we’ve created a 
wildlife reserve with 40 foot watch tower and a hun-
dred foot suspension bridge to take in the surround-
ing nature and have access to some of Sabah’s most 
beautiful and exclusive white sand beaches- the iconic 
tip of Borneo is also only a beach walk away and visi-
tors can stand at the northern most cliff top between 
the South China and Sulu sea.

Overnight Jungle Camp:

We are also launching our new jungle camp that ex-
pands on our current jungle treks to include a night in 
the jungle. Sleep in a hammock under the stars, enjoy 
traditional Rungus food around a camp fire for dinner 
and even bathe in the rainwater jungle pool we have 
created so guests can cool off after their hike. There 
is even the opportunity to include some jungle sur-
vival skills with our expert guide who can show you 
the edible and medicinal plants of the area and their 
functions- He’s even trained the British troops how to 
survive in hostile jungle environments for their pro-
grams on several occasions. 

For additional enquiries and media requests 

pleease get in touch with:

Howard via tampatdoaman@gmail.com or 

Marina, Tampat Do Aman’s media adviser: marina.

trajkovich@gmail.com

* See next pages for more images

.



AccomodationMedia Kit



Rungus Museum @Rungus Cafe



Jungles Beaches


